We have used intensified video fluorescence microscopy and digital image processing to observe and quantitate influenza vrus (A/PR8/34/HlNl) fusion to human erythrocyte membranes. Viruses labeled with the lipid probe octadecylrhodamine B (R18) were seen to undergo fluorescence dequenching and eventual disappearance after exposure to pH levels known to induce virus-cell membrane fusion. Quantitative intensity measurements of single individual particles were possible. From these fluorescence data it has been possible to calculate the fraction of R18 dye molecules transferred from the virus to the cell. The redistribution of the lipid probe upon fusion at pH 5.0 had a tl, of 46 s, longer than expected for a free-diffusion model. The R18 loss was approximately twice as fast at pH 5.0 as at pH 5.1. No obvious delay until the start of fluorescence dequenching was observed after the pH changes, suggesting that activation processes are faster than the time resolution, 1-5 s, of the current method.
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We have used intensified video fluorescence microscopy and digital image processing to observe and quantitate influenza vrus (A/PR8/34/HlNl) fusion to human erythrocyte membranes. Viruses labeled with the lipid probe octadecylrhodamine B (R18) were seen to undergo fluorescence dequenching and eventual disappearance after exposure to pH levels known to induce virus-cell membrane fusion. Quantitative intensity measurements of single individual particles were possible. From these fluorescence data it has been possible to calculate the fraction of R18 dye molecules transferred from the virus to the cell. The redistribution of the lipid probe upon fusion at pH 5.0 had a tl, of 46 s, longer than expected for a free-diffusion model. The R18 loss was approximately twice as fast at pH 5.0 as at pH 5.1. No obvious delay until the start of fluorescence dequenching was observed after the pH changes, suggesting that activation processes are faster than the time resolution, 1-5 s, of the current method.
Considerable insight has been gained recently by studying the fusion of viruses with cell plasma membranes by spectrofluorometric methods (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Virus particles are labeled with the lipid analogue octadecylrhodamine B (R18), which intercalates in the viral coat at concentrations that cause selfquenching ofthe fluorochrome. When viruses are attached to a target cell, lowering the pH below a critical level results in a rapid increase in the fluorescence intensity. This signal change is due to a decrease in dye surface concentration, resulting from transfer of the lipid probe from the virus coat to the erythrocyte surface during the fusion process (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) .
Advances in knowledge of the mechanism of virus-cell fusion have followed the development of methods which allowed increased resolution, in either time or space, of this process. Recently success has been reported in observing virus-cell interactions by using video-microscopy techniques (7, 8) . Quantitative fluorescence video microscopy techniques have the advantage of combining morphological and spectroscopic methods, which can result in a further enhancement of detecting and measuring the spatial and temporal characteristics of cell biological processes (9, 10) . We report here the successful use of this method to both observe and quantitate fluorescence intensity changes associated with the fusion of single R18-labeled virus particles with cell membranes. Although the influenza virus particle size (0.1 ,am) is below the detection limit of the light microscope the presence of the R18 fluorescent probe molecules produces a signal which is within the range of intensified video camera systems. The ability to continuously monitor these changes on this microscopic scale has permitted a more detailed analysis of the kinetics of transfer of a virus coat lipid analogue during the fusion process than previously possible.
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An abstract containing a preliminary description of some of these results has previously been presented (11) .
METHODS
Virus Labeling and Perfusion Conditions. Human erythrocytes and R18-labeled A/PR8/34/HlNl influenza virus (referred to as PR8) and buffer solutions were prepared as described previously (6) . Erythrocytes were attached to polylysine-coated coverslips and washed to form a single cell layer. Virus was added at 0.2 ug ofprotein per ml and allowed to attach 15 min at room temperature. Coverslips were mounted in a thermostated chamber at 370C and continuously perfused initially at pH 7.4 with 120 mM NaCl/10 mM KCl buffered with 10 mM Hepes. The lower-pH solutions were of the same composition, adjusted with 100 mM trisodium citrate.
Microscopy. Fluorescence microscopy was performed on an upright Leitz ortholux microscope with a 63x 1.25 NA Leitz Neofluor lens. The 514-nm excitation light was from an argon laser source (12) at approximately 1 mW/cm2 at the specimen. A 520-nm dichroic mirror and 530-nm long-pass filter were used to separate the emission light, which was detected by using a KRS 1380 image intensifier and a Newvicon camera system (12) . Images were preprocessed using a 16-frame running average, and 200 video frames were continuously recorded at a rate of 1 per s on an Arvin-Echo video disk recorder. Recording was begun precisely as the perfusion pH was changed from 7.4 of single particles appears to be heterogeneous (data not shown). After the pH change (Fig. 1B ) the intensity of several small objects increases, while several other objects become bright enough to be sharply defined. For most objects this is followed by a slower decrease in intensity, observable by 60 s (Fig. 1C) , and at 90 s ( Fig. 1D ) many of the smallest objects have disappeared. A large aggregate (upper left) showed slower kinetics and was still increasing at 90 s. Fig. 2 is a digital enlargement of a single object showing this process in greater detail during the change from pH 7.4 to 5.0. This object is representative of those used for further quantitative analysis. The bar graph next to each time point shows the measurement of the intensity profile through the object. The background intensity is indicated by the outermost bars of the bar graph. The intensity changes were seen to increase to a maximum (Fig. 2B ) and then to decrease first to the initial level (cf. Fig. 2 A and D) and below (E) and finally to background (F) . During this decrease the fluorescence spreads over a larger area, losing the gaussian shape. This spreading can also be seen for the centrally located object of Fig. 1 . Fig. 3 shows the intensity time course measured for three representative objects from experiments at pH 5.0, 5.1, and 7.4. As expected at pH 7.4 there was little change in fluorescence intensity except a <10o decrease in the last 60 s, which may be due to a small amount of photobleaching. Below the pH threshold for PR8 virus fusion (14) The low light levels required in these experiments introduced considerable photon statistic noise into the data, despite image integration. To reduce observer bias in selection of F(t) and Rm,,, values we have performed a polynomial least-squares fit to all data points for each object analyzed, using the empirical expression F(t) = exp(A + Bt + Ct2 + . + Gt6). The solid lines in Fig. 3 on the representative data illustrate the quality of the fits obtained.
The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 4 
F(t) = N(t) xf(t). [1] U)
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DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate the feasibility of observing and performing spectroscopic analysis of virus cell fusion events by using intensified video camera and digital image processing techniques. We interpret the images in Figs. 1 and 2 as successful continuous visualization of influenza virus particle fusion to the erythrocyte membranes. Our interpretation is that, as in macroscopic experiments, there is an initial intensity increase due to dequenching of the R18 after fusion begins. But, in contrast with macroscopic experiments, we observe a subsequent decrease in intensity, which we interpret as the probe's being lost to the erythrocyte membrane.
Finally the surface density of R18 is too low to be detected and the particle disappears. Furthermore, as illustrated by the bar chart profiles (Fig. 2 ) and time course data (Fig. 3) , it is possible to quantitate the mean intensity change for individual objects, which are likely to be single viral particles.
Observations of virus preparations using 256 video frame integration and a 10-fold greater fluorescent excitation intensity failed to image objects smaller or dimmer than those identified under experimentally used conditions (data not shown). The intensity profiles of fluorescence were generally a gaussian distribution with a single maximal pixel value.
These results were consistent with imaging a single fluorescent point source, such as a 0.1-,um PR8 virus particle, smaller than the imaging system resolution limit of 0.2 x 0.2 ,um per pixel. Quantitative analysis of the images has been restricted to objects whose intensity level and distribution are likely to be due to a single virus. However, we cannot totally exclude the possible inclusion of small aggregates of a few poorly labeled virus particles as well.
The pH dependence of the R18 dequenching rates (Fig. 3) and ti,2 of R18 transfer (Figs. 4 and 5) was an expected result, as viruses are known to have steep pH activation curves. The 2-fold difference in the R18 transfer til2 for pH 5.0 and 5.1 is similar in magnitude to that reported from other fusion assays including hemolysis, macroscopic virus-cell R18 dequenching, and influenza hemagglutinin protein-mediated cell-cell fusion (6, 14, 15) . The actual time measured for R18 transfer even at pH 5.0 (Fig. 3) was much longer than expected. Initially the ability to obtain detailed kinetics offluorescent R18 dequenching for individual viruses was not considered likely and it seemed more probable that video microscopy would allow measurement of differences in the time for individual viruses to disappear after pH activation of fusion. Once a junction between the virus and cell surface formed, which allowed diffusion of lipid, it was expected that fusion would be so rapid that the change in fluorescence due to R18 movement would not be resolved. For example, calculations using simple Fick diffusion for 1500 R18 probes, a 0.1-,m diameter influenza virus, infinite dilution on the cell, and D 1 x 10-8 cm/s at 370C (4) indicated that particles would disappear in less than 100 ms. A more complex model ofvirus-cell contact and lipid diffusion, as a small spherical shell coalesced to a plane, can be solved by using mathematically equivalent equations for free diffusion which were derived for heat loss (16) . If the radius of the spherical shell (virus) and the junctional ring are assumed to be 0.05 and 0.005, respectively, then the time for transfer of half the R18 molecules is estimated to be on the order of a few milliseconds. With the current temporal resolution of our system, intensity changes on the order of 1 s or less would not be readily detected. Therefore the data (Figs. 4 and 5) suggest that a barrier to R18 transfer existed in these studies and that the effective permeability of this barrier was pH dependent.
The R18 transfer rate from the single viruses cannot be compared directly to macroscopic fluorescence dequenching values. However, from the general expression (13) relating macroscopic fluorescence dequenching and R18 transfer the following expression can be derived:
where F(t), Fm, and Fo are the fluorescence at time t, the fluorescence of the fully dequenched dye, and the initial fluorescence, respectively (13 (6) . Despite the consistency of these results, we are concerned whether the kinetics measured in this study accurately represent a time course for individual virus fusion which is generally applicable. At the microscopic level reported here there is clearly a broad distribution of til2 values for the dye transfer for both pH conditions (Fig. 5) . Reported values for macroscopic fluorimetrically measured R18 dequenching half-times are also heterogeneous, with some time constants for influenza and other virus types being similar (1, 3, 17, 18) , while faster values in the range of 1-10 s have been observed and reported (2) . From rates of respiratory syncytial virus budding and readsorption observed by using a differential interference contrast video-microscopy method (7), it was proposed that the fusion rate for an influenza-sized virus would be less than 1 s. In a preliminary description of video microscopy (19, 20) monitoring fusion of R18-labeled virus to artificial bilayer membranes it was reported that rapid rates were observed and that influenza virus fusion was faster than Sendai virus fusion. Although these fusion values are faster than ours the rates were apparently slower than Cell Biology: Lowy et al.
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 87 (1990) expected for the millisecond time period associated for simple lipid diffusion of the probe. Subsequent to completion of the present study a report was published of using a slow-scan cooled charge-coupled device camera (CCD) to observe influenza virus fusion to erythrocytes (8) . A much longer time, =10 min, was found for the fluorescence dequenching.
One alternative explanation for the slow R18 kinetics observed in our experiments is that labeling conditions in this study resulted in dye-dye, lipid-dye, or dye-protein binding on the virus surface, slowing the R18 transfer. Dye-dye interactions seem an unlikely mechanism because, by the Saffman-Delbruck relationship, which states that decreases in diffusion coefficient are proportional to the logarithm of the aggregate size, a 1000-molecule aggregate would reduce the rate by only 3-fold (21) . To reconcile the observed and calculated rates dye-protein interactions would need to cause a 3-to 4-order-of-magnitude decrease in the measured R18 diffusion rate (4) . Another explanation would be the presence of a heterogeneous population of viruses containing both fast and slow components. If either the actual virus fusion or the R18 diffusion rate, or both, were heterogeneous our current video techniques would fail to measure very rapid objects but would select for a slow population. Recent spectrophotometric stopped-flow measurements of vesicular stomatitis (22) and influenza (23) virus fusion to erythrocyte indicate a faster kinetic pattern. Therefore in those studies, presumably, the majority of viruses would consist of rapidly (<1 s) redistributing components.
A second difference between our results and the expected ones was that there was no observable time delay between changing the pH and the start of fluorescence dequenching. Such a lag is predicted by proposed allosteric models of virus fusion (24, 25) , which form the basis for data analysis of the kinetics and pH dependence of virus fusion. In the case of influenza hemagglutinin, the model assumes that protonation of three subunits of the trimer leads to a concerted conformational change to the active form (15, (25) (26) (27) . A number of those activated trimers then come together to form a "fusion junction" (6, 25) through which lipid transfer between membranes and aqueous content mixing between previously separated enclosed spaces can take place. The series of reactions leading to the exchange of membrane lipids or core contents are referred to as the "activation" reactions of fusion. Intuitively, the activation of individual viruses within a population, as in any chemical process, would have a stochastic distribution of finite times for formation of the viruscell fusion state which allows R18 redistribution. Therefore at the level of single viruses there would be a temporal difference between when dequenching started for individual particles, and the mean of lag periods for all particles would be longer at pH values not optimal for fusion. However, we did not observe time delays from the time the pH was changed until the start of fluorescence dequenching (Figs. 3 and 4) . Signal-to-noise considerations made it necessary to integrate multiple video frames, reducing our absolute time resolution to 1 s, and data noise level increased this value further (Fig.   3 ), but lag periods greater than -5 s should have been resolved. Therefore the results suggest that activation of fusion is rapid and occurs within this time frame for the majority of viruses at both pH 5.0 and 5.1. Such a time frame is compatible with the stopped-flow spectroscopic measurements of vesicular stomatitis (22) and influenza (23) 
